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MEMORANDUM 

 

Date: 03/18/2022 

To: Michael Elabarger 

From: Jacqueline Thompson, PE 

Subject: The Point South, Phases 3, 4, 5, 7 and 10 

 CD 20-08, 2nd Submittal 

 Town of Rolesville, NC 

 

This memo summarizes the review of documents for the Construction Drawings that were submitted by The 
John R. McAdams Company, Inc., dated 02/25/22 and received 03/01/22.   

 

Sheet C0.01: 

1. The Town of Rolesville requests a 4’ minimum planting strip and would like to see sidewalk shifted to 
1’ off the ROW. We understand that this might not be feasible for this project as this is the 2nd 
Submittal and no comment was originally made, however, please take this into consideration on all 
future Town of Rolesville projects.  

Sheet C2.07: 

2. There is a retaining wall crossing Lot 529. Please indicate who will be owning and maintaining this 
retaining wall.  

3. The proposed 30’ city of Raleigh sanitary sewer easement south of Lot 537 is not placed correctly. 
Please adjust the arrow to correctly indicate the easement. 

4. Please consider adding an easement to encompass the wing walls for the culvert located on Quarry 
Road. This will allow access to repair and inspect the culvert. 

Sheet C2.10: 

5. There is overlapping text west of Lot 269. Please adjust to make text legible. 

Sheet C2.11: 

6. All retaining walls should be clearly indicated. This can be done by labeling all retaining walls or having 
text added to existing labels indicating them as typical. This comment applies to all site plan sheets. 

Sheet C2.12: 

7. The 40’ storm drainage easement on the northeast portion of this sheet is not pointing to the 
easement. Please adjust leader placement accordingly. 
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Sheet C2.16: 

8. The Nuese riparian buffer located on the southeast portion of this sheet should be extended to the 
property line. It is currently unclear whether it crosses through Lot 393. 

Sheet C3.03: 

9. Due to varying curbs (standard and valley), please clarify how the rim elevations for storm design are 
being handled. This is a general comment that applies to the entire plan set. 

10. There is number of storm structures that have a 0.1’ drop between their inverts. Is the 0.2’ typical 
drop that NCDOT requirements request not achievable? This comment applies to inverts on all sheets. 

11. Please confirm if there is storm design for wall storm inlets for pipe sizing in addition to the detail 
currently included. If wall storm inlets and piping are designed by others, please indicate this on the 
plans. Otherwise, pipe information should be clearly shown. This comment applies to walls storm 
inlets on all sheets. 

12. Please add a note or label clarifying that all retaining walls with a grade difference greater than 30” 
and/or have 1:3 slopes will require a guardrail or fence. This comment applies to all grading and storm 
drainage plan sheets. 

13. Please label the limits of disturbance or add the line type to the legend. 

Sheet C3.06: 

14. The storm structure data for sheet C3.12 is cut off at the bottom. Please adjust formatting so the text 
is visible. 

15. The wall by OS-21 has a top of wall lower than the top of grade. Please revise the wall to be above top 
of grade. 

16. Please show the linework clarifying where the wall drains will enter the storm system. If this is a 
design by others, please add note. Add any details that are necessary for this.  

a. This comment applies to all retaining walls with wall drains. 

Sheet C3.07: 

17. It appears that the 364 contour is missing in the areas east of Lot 526 and south of Lot 487. Please 
ensure this contour gets shown. 

18. Based on the contours shown, the bottom of wall elevation east of Lot 529 should be closer to 350.5. 
Please adjust contours or wall labeling as needed. 

19. The contours south of Lot 529 don’t appear to be tying into existing contours. Please confirm that 
proposed contours are correct in this area. 

20. Please add a label to the storm pipe going between DI-838A and DI-838. 
21. There is overlapping text north of Lot 542. Please adjust positioning as needed to make text legible. 
22. The contours east of mail kiosk area “3” are not tying into existing contours. Please either adjust the 

wall to extend as needed or ensure the proposed contours are properly tying into existing contours. 
23. YI-830 and CB-857 are not shown on this sheet. Although they are shown on the previous sheet, other 

repeats are still being shown here. For consistency, consider adding these structures to the list of 
storm structures.  

Sheet C3.09: 

24. Please confirm the positioning of existing contour 380 (southeast of the existing pond).  
a. The labeling does not appear to match up with the contour position. Please adjust either the 

contour or label as needed. 
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b. The outer proposed contour 380 around the stormwater control measure “B” is not tying into 
existing grades. Please either adjust this proposed contour or the existing contour. 

25. Proposed contour 386 along the private greenway does not appear to be correctly tying into existing 
ground. Please confirm the contours in this area are correct. 

26. The proposed grading by EW-1500 extends past the limits of disturbance. Please adjust grading or the 
limits of disturbance as needed. 

Sheet C3.10: 

27. The existing pond is shown to be breeched and seeded, however Sheet C3.09 indicates the pond is to 
remain. Please update text to provide consistency between the sheets. 

28. While there are details included for the retaining wall, it does not appear to include any details for the 
pipe at the wall. Please plan to submit additional structural details as part of the retaining wall.   

29. The elevations currently shown in the parking lot on the southeast portion of this sheet do not 
indicate the lot grading to the NW corner. Please adjust elevations or storm as needed so water is 
being collected in low spots. 

30. The two inverts coming into JB-1505 are not included in the storm structure list. Please consider 
included them and adding “existing” or “by others” as needed. 

Sheet C3.11: 

31. Please adjust the text on the north side of OS-18 so all text is legible.  
32. Please label the storm pipe between Structures CB-928 and CB-931. 
33. The southern end of the retaining wall located east of Lot 597 interferes with the swale and structure 

location. Consider adjusting the retaining wall outside of drainage easement.  

Sheet C3.12: 

34. The retaining wall on the left side of the sheet does not have TW/BW labels. Please add.   

Sheet C3.15: 

35. The storm drainage easement on the left side of the sheet does not appear to be showing. A label is 
noted though. 

Sheet C3.16: 

36. Storm structure DI-1206 has 0.05’ separation between inverts. Is the 0.2’ typical drop that NCDOT 
requirements request not achievable? 

Sheet C4.06: 

37. The dimension arrow for the 25’ type B landscape buffer south of Lot 618 is not pointing at an 
easement line. Please ensure the easement lines are properly showing or dimension adjusted to the 
proper location. 

Sheet C4.09: 

38. An existing structure (SSMH-600) is shown and only 2 invert elevations are listed. It appears a new 
pipe is being connected. Please add the proposed invert elevation.  

Sheet C5.01: 

39. Please label the culvert shown in plan view. 
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40. Separation between the watermain and pipe crossings should be clearly labeled, even if a concrete 
cradle is intended.  

41. Inverts for the 24” RCP culvert should be shown in the profile.  
42. The minimum separation of 18” should be noted between the sanitary sewer and the 24” RCP culvert.  

a. Minimum separation should be noted at all crossing locations for water, sanitary and storm.  
43. The storm pipe between structures CB-834 and CB-835 is not showing in the profile view. Please add 

this pipe. 
44. There is a fire hydrant line that has the potential to conflict with storm near station 37+50. Please 

clarify what is planned at this crossing. 

Sheet C5.02: 

45. It appears there is a conflict between a hydrant and storm sewer. Please adjust accordingly.  
46. If possible, we would like to see a 50’ increment of vertical curve along Athirst Way (between stations 

11+29 and 13+13). 
47. Separation between the sanitary sewer and storm pipe crossings should be clearly labeled, even if a 

concrete cradle is intended. 
48. Please label tees, crosses, and valves along the water main in the plan view. 

Sheet C5.03: 

49. At approximately station 18+60, please label the 18” minimum cover between the water line and 
storm. 

50. Please include the 8” sewer crossing at approximately station 19+60 in the profile. 

Sheet C5.05: 

51. Show the storm sewer pipe in the profile of Fetching Place to confirm there is not a conflict with the 
hydrant lead.  

52. Consider a revision to the location of the hydrant east of Seraphic Way on Lineage Place. Due to the 
close vicinity of the water and storm, if there are ever future repairs needed it could be difficult both 
vertically and horizontally. 

53. Please show existing sanitary from Phase 1 towards the northern end of Fetching Place. 
54. Please label the culvert along Fetching Place in the plan view. 
55. Inverts for the 8’x8’ box culvert should be shown in the profile.  

Sheet C5.06 

56. Please make sure to include all utilities in the profiles to show any potential conflicts and that all 
crossings are meeting the minimum separation requirements. 

57. There is concern about the sewer service lines crossing the storm pipe located between structures CB-
1427 and CB-1425. Please ensure there is no conflict in this area, or adjust plans as needed. 

58. The elevation of the water line where it crosses Strips Drive not match the elevation show on Sheet 
C5.09. Please adjust plans to ensure water line elevation is consistent. 

59. The text for CB-1409 and CB-1410 are overlapping in the profile view. Please adjust for readability. 
60. Please provide an ellipse indicating the position of the storm pipe between CB-1409 and CB-1410. 
61. Separation between the watermain and pipe crossings should be clearly labeled, even if a concrete 

cradle is intended. 
62. There is a conflict between storm and water where water crosses the storm pipe going between CB-

1412 and CB-1413. Please adjust pipes to prevent conflict.   
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Sheet C5.08 

63. The match line label should be updated to the correct sheet reference.  
a. This comment also applies to Sheet C5.09 

64. Please label tees, crosses, and valves along the water main in the plan view. 
65. There is a hydrant located within the sewer easement near Lot 537. Please confirm if City of Raleigh is 

okay with this hydrant placement. 

Sheet C5.09 

66. Due to the minimum separation not appearing to be met, a concrete cradle should be considered 
between the storm sewer and watermain as noted on the markups. 

67. Please show cover at the crossing between sanitary sewer and water on the Sanguine Way profile. 
68. City of Raleigh requires 0.5% minimum slope for 8” sewer lines. Please adjust the line going between 

SSMH-417 and SSMH-418 to meet this requirement. 
69. A concrete cradle between storm and water at the crossing by the intersection with Rosy Court is 

shown on C5.06. Please show this concrete cradle along with minimum clearance on the Strips Drive 
profile. 

Sheet C5.10 

70. The storm sewer appears to be in conflict with the watermain on the north end of Seraphic Way. 
Please confirm there is enough cover over the pipe and that minimum separation is being met. 

71. Please fix the overlapping text located on Lot 362.  

Sheet C5.11 

72. Please adjust the minimum separation arrow, as noted on the markups. 
73. It appears there is a conflict between a hydrant and storm sewer. Please adjust accordingly. 
74. Please confirm if minimum separation requirements are met between hydrant leads and catch basins. 

If not, consider shifting the hydrant to increase separation and provide room for any future 
maintenance. 

75. Please label tees and valves along the water main in the plan view. 
76. A water service is being installed on a bend near station 16+50. Please adjust this, as water services 

cannot be installed on bends. 

Sheet C5.12 

77. All minimum separation should be noted on all sheets. Please add a note or label to specify the 24” 
minimum for storm sewer. 

78. Please label tees and valves along the water main in the plan view. 
79. Please confirm if minimum separation requirements are met between hydrant leads and catch basins. 

If not, consider shifting the hydrant to increase separation and provide room for any future 
maintenance. 

80. Please add a note indicating that water services may need to be adjusted so that they are not in 
conflict with storm. 

Sheet C5.13 

81. REPEAT COMMENT: Please confirm is the new invert for EX SSMH 300 is being listed.   
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Storm Drainage Calculations Package: 

1. Page 11: The Drainage Area Map appears to have a couple drainage areas overlapping in the 
northeast quadrant of the site where Phases overlap. Please review and adjust or provide a response.  

2. Page 11: How is the water crossing from the north to the south with the trail? The plans to not appear 
to have a culvert under the trail in this location.  

3. Please confirm all 10-year HGLs are within the pipe.  
a. Sheet 109: Line 1412-1413, 1413-1416, and 1416-1417; The HGL downstream is above the 

downstream invert. While we recognize that the pipe is O-Ring RCP, pipe should try to be 
adjusted to meet the 10-year storm design with the HGL within the pipe. 


